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A note from the MalenDyer Team...
There it was. Nestled within the big blue was our oasis. It was hard to make out from the airplane, but we could make it out. It was land, and it was
already looking amazingly beautiful and welcoming...
Whenever we get a chance, we are making our way to a beach, whether it is by foot, by train, by car or by plane, as we cannot get enough of what the sea
offers. For some of us, we get to call the beach home, while for the others, it becomes our escape from reality and offers a chance for us to unwind.
For this issue, Stay Active - #Md2, we are going to transport you to your own island oasis. We are going to take you to Bermuda where America’s Cup
2017 will be held and freediving with world record holder Herbert Nitsch. You are going to meet photographer Franck Berthuot who calls the sea his
office while we also have an interview with a familiar face, model McKenna Waitley, and someone new that has quickly become one of our favorites,
model Katerina Giannoglou. We have a short story that will take you on a cycling adventure, and we spend a day with Mona-Jane Hannemann.
The theme of this issue is fitness and athleticism. It may motivate you or even inspire you. Although, Md2 is simply meant to transport you.
The MD Team xx
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Katerina Giannoglou.
Model Katerina Giannoglou caught our attention because of her
athletic-focused portfolio. She is from a small Greek village, Thourio - not far
from Turkey, and currently resides in Hamburg, Germany, which is where she
was when we caught up with her.
Let’s start with modeling, at the beginning. Share with us how you got into
modeling.
I got started in modeling with a modeling contest. A scouter stopped me while I
was shopping with my mom - I was 16 and still in school. I did a couple of jobs
while I was in school - I focused my education in economics. After I was done, I
decided to leverage modeling to travel for a couple of years. And, here I am still working as a model and still loving all of the traveling. It has been the best
way to learn cultures, languages, countries and even different recipes. I never
thought modeling would be my main job, and that I would do it for such a long
time.
Photo: Silvano Ballone

What has been your most memorable moment of your modeling career so
far?
The job for Bedük [a Turkish musician] - it was his Ful Animasyon music video,
and I loved it. It had a lot of action fighting scenes. I even had to learn a fighting
choreography with a karate master. It was so much fun.
As you did catch our attention because of your fitness-focused images, we
can see even more so why the action scenes in Bedük’s video fit you so well.
With this said, what is your favorite way to stay active/your favorite sport?
It’s definitely snowboarding! But, I also like beach volleyball, surfing, Kung Fu,
cycling, gym workouts and yoga. Once I get bored of one activity, I change to
the other and so on.
What sport do you want to try that you haven't yet tried?
I would love to get better at Kung Fu and become a ninja [she adds with a
smile]. I took Kung Fu when I was 13 for a couple of years and recently spent a
year at a Kung Fu school here in Hamburg. But, this discipline is so compact,
and it gets hard to combine with all of the traveling. I feel the same about
surfing - I wish I could get better in surfing, but you need to practice
constantly. My dream would be to surf a shortboard in a tube.
You can often be spotted on a bicycle. Share with us more about you and
biking.
Since I was a kid, I used a bike to get around, and I still prefer the bike over a
car. Plus, I love taking it off road - it’s so much fun. While riding a bike and
listening to music, I also get the feeling of freedom.
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What's your favorite bike brand?
It’s definitely Bellitanner. They are a small, local manufacturer based in
Hamburg. They focus their products on creating everyday solutions for an
urban environment, which is important to me.
How do you balance your work - where you are often traveling - with staying
fit and healthy?
It’s all about organization. I am a food lover, and I love to cook. When I am
traveling, you will see me with a full bag of Tupperware containers with
homemade food! I also try to workout before or after the jobs. The best way to
discover a new city is while running or squatting through it.
Moving onto fashion. How would you describe your style?
I would say it’s denim-based. I love denim fashion and leather jackets, but it
also depends on where I am. For example, if I’m in Cape Town, South Africa, I
love to wear my gipsy summer dresses and if I’m in Miami Beach, Florida, I
could wear my workout tights all day long.
What are your favorite clothing brands - for working out?
I don’t really have a favorite brand for working out. I have a mix of Adidas, New
Balance and Nike.
And, what about when you are off duty, any favorite brands?
Same, it’s a mix - Levis, Acne and Closed.
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You have a rescue dog. Share with us how you came to adopt Miss Frida.
My little miss Frida - she makes my life happy. It’s so nice to have such a cute
and lovely traveling buddy. I always wished to have a dog, but with all of the
traveling, I thought it would be a bit difficult. That was until I decided to get a
cute, little, three-kilo [about 6.5 lb] dog. I have a friend that works for a
company called Ein Herz für Streuner (A Heart for Street Dogs). They rescue
dogs in Romania and find families to adopt them all over Europe. Once I told
her I was thinking of getting a little dog I could take with me everywhere, she
started sending me pictures and videos of rescue dogs for months. When they
found Frida, I fell in love.
I named her Frida as I liked the name and because of Frida Kahlo, a strong
character.
It wasn’t easy the first five to six months. She was so scared and leery to
everything and nobody knew what exactly she had been through. She was
found on the street, under very bad conditions. But now, after 1-½ years, we
are the best team. It was the most beautiful thing to see how she slowly,
slowly started to trust me.
What are some of your goals for this new year?
My next plans include traveling to Australia or Miami. After that, let’s see.
Maybe I’ll take a personal trainer course in Hamburg, but I’m not sure yet. I
do things very spontaneously - planning things makes me nervous [and she
smiles].
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Quickies with Katerina
Favorite treat? A perfect three-course menu.
Favorite vacation spot? Mountains for snowboarding and a beach for
surfing.
City/town/destination you would most like to live? Australia for now...
What book are you reading now? Der Professor: Psychothriller by John
Katzenbach.
What song or artist do you listen to when preparing for a shoot? Red Hot
Chili Peppers.
Which do you prefer to shoot in - indoor or outdoor? Outdoor with natural
light.
Which beauty product can you not leave home without? A toothbrush and
an eyelash curler.
Favorite animal? Frida! And, eagles. They remind me of peace by how they
fly up in the air.
Are you an early bird or night owl? Early bird.
One piece or bikini? BIKINI.
If you weren't a model, you would be… a MOM of 10,000 kids!

Coffee or tea? Both! First coffee, then tea.
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Pour me another one!
Connect with:

Mother Agency:

Jonathan Bush

BREAK OUT OF
YOUR COMFORT
ZONE

A Tale Of

Cycling the
Col du Tourmalet
by J. Fueller

A Short Story.
The famed Col du Tourmalet sits in the Hautes-Pyrénées in southwest France,
near the Spanish border, and it is categorized as an HC climb - a Hors
catégorie or simply “beyond categorization”. It is a climb that has been
featured in the Tour de France (TDF) around 85 times, and it is the most used
climb in the legendary race*. It has seen summit finishes and rides up its east
and west sides. It’s safe to say the Col du Tourmalet is a ride on the list of all
cyclists - from professionals to amateurs to simply cycling enthusiasts.
Speaking of cycling enthusiasts, enjoy this story of Jason and Anna. They are a
couple that decides to take on the legendary Col du Tourmalet.

*Source - velopeloton.com

“Alright, the climb doesn’t look that bad. It’s around 25 km (about 15 mi),”
Anna excitedly said.
Jason looked up at her with a perplexed look. He wasn’t quite sure she
realized what they were about to undertake.
“That is true, although, from the Sainte-Marie-de-Campan side (the
eastern side), we got about 1,268 m (4,160 ft) of climbing ahead of us.
Additionally, you do realize that we would be climbing at an average grade
of 7.4%? And, we would reach a maximum grade of 12%? And, we would be
at a total altitude of about 2,115 m (6,939 ft)?”
“Yes!” Anna quickly replied. By now, she could barely contain her
enthusiasm for the adventure that waited.
“We are going to cycle up the Col du Tourmalet! We are going up to the
summit where Eddy Merckx, Lance Armstrong, Alberto Contador, Cesare
Benedetti and more have rode! We are going to cycle up an uncategorized
Tour de France climb!”
Jason ignored the fact Anna threw the polarizing name of Lance into the
picture. That discussion will have to be saved for another day. Instead, he
realized there was no changing her mind about this ride. They were in the
Hautes-Pyrénées and the closest they have ever been to the Col du
Tourmalet. So, he realized if they were going to take on this legendary
climb, they were going to do it right.
As soon as the sun rose the next day, Jason was off to the local bike shop to
get the cycling rentals sorted.

Meanwhile, Anna headed to the nearby grocery store to stock up on food.
She brought some non-perishable snacks from home in the U.S., but she
could not ride without her supply of peanut butter and jelly sandwiches.
And, if it meant she had to have pb&j on a baguette, it simply offered a
more authentic experience.
That evening, they planned out their route and finalized the logistics their start time, stopping points and other climbs of potential interest.
Before the sun even rose, Anna woke Jason up. It was time to get ready.
The duo felt as if they had prepared over and over for this moment. Like
clockwork, they ate breakfast, got dressed and then Anna ensured they had
all they needed in their bags while Jason double-checked the bikes.
“Check. Check. And, check! We are all set, Anna! Wow, I’m quite excited for
this myself.”
As Anna began to make her way down the stairs, she looked over at Jason
and simply replied, “Yes, I knew you’d see it my way.”
Once outside, each turned their Garmin and lights on. Then, they were off.
With their lights flashing, they were greeted by cyclists and by cars alike.
“Everyone is so nice!” Anna shouted up to Jason who was leading the way.
“Yes, I can’t believe it myself, but we aren’t being given a hard time! They
actually seem to be ok and even supportive of us riding. What a nice
change this is!” Jason shouted back.

Being from America, where cycling isn’t the most watched sport and
where cycling is often correlated to an indoor spin class, the duo easily felt
at home.
They were around cars that would move over gracefully and waved as they
passed. They met other cyclists who gave a cordial nod or a “hello” in a
foreign language while others would go so far as to try to sneak in a cheeky
chat as they moved along. They were in a land where cycling was
understood for what it was - more than a hobby, but a dedication to a craft
that took a lot of hard work, discipline and determination.
Before they realized it, they were in Sainte-Marie-de-Campan. The climb
was about to get real. They paused for a brief moment to take in the Col du
Tourmalet directional sign. They looked at each other, down the road from
where they came and up the road to try to spot the end. The end wasn’t yet
in sight. Their eyes met once again. No words were exchanged. They
simply got their feet clipped in and began to pedal once again.
They climbed and climbed. With each kilometer, the gradient was noted.
“Doesn’t the climb let up, just for one kilometer?” Anna asked as she was
trying her hardest to focus on her breathing.
“I guess not! Even I thought we would have a slight break,” Jason added.
As they continued their climb, motivation was constantly around them,
from other cyclists of all ages to bikes - even heavy, steel bikes - to the
writing on the road from professional cyclists who rode the same roads.

After passing by ski lifts and spotting some mountain goats, the summit
was finally in sight. Both kept their eyes fixed to the prize - the top of the
Col du Tourmalet. There was no longer any speaking to be had. It was
survival and a bit of competitiveness between them. Who would make it to
the top first and have bragging rights? They fought on. It wasn’t too much
longer now before they crossed that finish line.
With each pedal stroke getting harder and each breath getting deeper, they
powered on. They were so close! The switchbacks they adored from aerial
photos were now points of pain. The bright side was they offered a
countdown to the finish. The end was getting closer and closer.
Then, there it was. There was the finish and there was the Le Géant du
Tourmalet - the iron sculpture at the top of the Tourmalet.
“We made it!” Anna exclaimed between breaths.
Jason added, “This is amazing. The views...wow….just wow.”
They took a moment to soak it all in - the sites and their accomplishment.
Before heading back down, they topped off their adventure by enjoying
their sandwiches and a well-deserved beer for Jason and an espresso for
Anna at the summit cafe..
They did it. They took on the Col du Tourmalet.
*****
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“Sail away”.
Come 26 May 2017, Bermuda will be welcoming the 35th America’s Cup,
presented by Louis Vuitton, for the very first time. America’s Cup dates back to
1851.
Six international teams are set to compete and include: Artemis Racing
(Sweden), Emirates Team New Zealand, Groupama Team France, Land Rover
BAR (England), Oracle Team USA and Softbank Team Japan.
Oracle Team USA are the defending champions, as they won the Cup in 2013,
and in turn, the Auld Mug trophy.
In 2017, the Louis Vuitton America’s Cup Qualifiers and Challenger Play-Offs,
as well as the America’s Cup Match, presented by Louis Vuitton, will be raced
in the new America’s Cup Class (ACC) – a foiling, wing-sailed catamaran that is
manned by a crew of six and that is nearly 15 m (50 ft) long.
Additionally, each team must design and build their own ACC boat.
“These boats are built to a design rule, but that rule allows designers and
engineers to express their creativity in their designs,” shared America’s Cup.
The racing will take place on Bermuda’s Great Sound, which is visible from the
America’s Cup Village in Hamilton, Bermuda.

"Stay fit like MODEL Katerina
with Bellitanner Bikes..."

In the Sea
with Photographer

Franck
Berthuot

Franck Berthuot

Franck Berthuot.
“Maui felt home when I landed the first time, which was during a vacation
trip. It’s the kind of feeling you sometimes have when you discover a new
place. I knew it would be home someday,” shared photographer Franck
Berthuot. “Two years later, I quit my job and left everything in France. I
came to Maui with bad English (still the same) and bright future in front of
me. I trusted life and never looked back. No one at this time supported me.
All of my friends thought I was making a mistake by leaving my ‘perfect life’
in Paris.”
Franck is a Paris-born and raised photographer, who now calls Maui,
Hawaii, home.
Although, Franck’s journey from the French capital to Maui didn’t end
there. Upon his move, he could often be spotted surfing and windsurfing. In
fact, he did this every day until he injured his back. At that point, Franck had
a choice - go in for surgery or try a different option.
Franck Berthuot

Franck Berthuot

“Swimming was an alternative to the surgery, so I took my chance. I was so
bored not windsurfing, and I thought it could be fun to swim out to Ho‘okipa [a
beach on the north shore of Maui] and photograph all of my friends,
professionals and amateurs. At this time, I also bought a housing for my DSLR
camera, a Canon 40D,” Franck shared.
The pictures didn’t come instantaneously though.
“For the first six months, I was literally swimming for five hours a day to take
photographs,” Franck commented. “I learned so much. I also noticed my best
action shots were in the first years where the random shots were bringing
magic. These not so perfect shots are what make the moments magic. I find a
perfect shot is boring.”
Franck added, “It’s all about getting out there and trying.”
Not only did Franck get out there, but he would come to capture some amazing
images. Images that caught our attention.
Yet, it was not just the action shots. Later, Franck added a new dimension to
his photography - women.
“Women are just beautiful in all aspects,” Franck shared. “A woman’s body in
the water, playing with elements is the definition of beauty and femininity, in
my opinion. I love to feel the moment when the model is connecting with the
ocean - it brings peace to the image.”

Franck Berthuot

And, it is with this portion of his portfolio that he has been especially able to
tap into his French roots.

Franck Berthuot

Franck Berthuot

“French women have this natural elegance. I take photos of my wife often for
my portfolio. She was in the fashion world, working for Saint Laurent in Paris,”
Franck noted.
Franck highlighted how new places are essential. Yet, he has some favorite
locations in Maui he revisits. He emphasized how that even if you have the
same location, there is one thing that is not ever the same - the lighting.
Now, for those looking to capture their own memorable shot, Franck had some
advice.
“I think people try to copy others too much. It takes time to bring confidence
and to capture what you see. It’s all about your own vision of what you see. Put
two photographers in front of an orange, and the two images will be totally
different. It was the same fruit and the same camera, but it was different eyes.”
For a man that left Paris for Maui roughly 15 years ago, and since then,
overcame a back injury and then became a successful Maui-based
photographer, Franck’s journey is inspirational while his work truly speaks for
itself.

Franck Berthuot

Connect with:

Franck Berthuot

#ModelMuse
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Waitley

McKenna Waitley.
We last spoke with model McKenna Waitley in September 2015. She was one of
our original model muses. She grew up in San Diego, California, and lives the
MalenDyer lifestyle - from the beaches of SoCal to her love of sports.
Last time we spoke, you mentioned you wanted to ride an elephant and to
visit Bali. Are you able to check those items off of your list?
No, unfortunately I couldn't get to Bali, but I did hold a koala and hang out with
kangaroos in Australia.
Speaking of Australia, share with us more about your experience Down
Under.
I went to Australia for two months. It was my first time, and it was an
unforgettable experience! My favorite part was probably scuba diving the Great
Barrier Reef. I have always wanted to explore it, and I was able to work a little
as well, which was a great combo.

“I am a huge fan of core workouts. They
can be done anywhere, and you don't need
anything but yourself.” - McKenna

Since you are from San Diego, let’s talk about San Diego. What did you love
most about growing up there?
Yes, I grew up in San Diego, which I still believe is one of the best cities in the
world! I love the sun, beautiful beaches and overall just friendly people that live
there.
What has been your most memorable San Diego summer?
I think one of my most memorable summers was when my family moved to
Coronado [just outside San Diego]. It was a beach day every day. We biked from
one side of the island to the other, had bonfires on the beach and I made music
videos with all of my sisters [she added with a smile].
You’ve also spent time in Seattle, Washington, and Houston, Texas, playing
soccer. Do you ever miss that chapter of your life?
I actually do miss soccer a lot. It is a huge part of who I am and was my main
focus until I was 23. I was recruited in high school for Division I soccer and
ended up choosing the University of Washington (my grandparents met there).
I played there for four years and had a great career while getting my degree in
communications. I also got a contract to play for the Houston Aces a couple of
years later, which was another amazing experience. It was a dream of mine to
play professionally.
What was it about soccer that drew you to the sport?
When I was four, my older sister joined a team and I wanted to play too. I was
super competitive. From there, I got hooked. I also loved volleyball and
running, but I was the best at soccer.

"I got hooked."
- McKenna W

With such an athletic background, what’s a workout you can share that can be
done anywhere?
I am a huge fan of core workouts. They can be done anywhere, and you don't need
anything but yourself. Planks and rowboat abs keep my center toned.
With your fitness background and your blog, The Lady Tomboy, that we will get
to in a moment, how are you working to blend your passion for fitness with
fashion?
It's a work in progress. My style has always been a mix of both, and I am hoping to
share more of that on my blog and also possibly to start making my own clothes. I
am considering investing in that this year. I know I have an eye for things with
color, and I think I could make some really fun clothes, especially lounge and
workout wear.

“I actually do miss soccer a lot. It is a huge part of who I am. It
was a dream of mine to play professionally.”
With regards to my creative directing passion, I am looking to create more mini
photo stories through fashion and sports to inspire people and build my portfolio
to one day work with brands directly.
And while we are on fitness and fashion, what do you look for in brands when
choosing projects?
I love connecting with brands I work with. More recently, I have been working
with outdoor brands that do hiking, adventuring and yoga. Eddie Bauer has been
an amazing team to travel with this past year and share my passion for nature.

Let’s move onto your blog, The Lady Tomboy. You’ve recently started
to create digital stories, such as “Sophia’s Scarf”. Share with us more
about this aspect of your blog and your passions.
This is my creative directing portfolio side. As much as I like being in
front of the camera, I love being behind it as well! Directing and
coming up with the idea of the shoot, organizing photographers,
models, stylists etc. and expressing that through a story is a job I would
like to have one day. It's an outlet for my creativity, and I have so much
fun doing it. From my experience with modeling, I have learned so
much about the strength of the team you're with (it takes a lot of
people with their individual talents to create the project) and there are
reasons why certain brands are more successful, which includes
positive, passionate and carefully chosen team members that are
behind-the-scenes.
Share with us something that may surprise the readers about your
modeling journey?
As a model, I think a lot of people assume it's all about how you look
and it's easy, but my journey has been different. I wouldn't be where I
am today if it wasn't for all of the free work, long hours and extra time
I have put in. It has taken a lot of hard work and determination.
What does this year hold for you?
Well, I am working on my blue steel pose…
I am considering moving back to Los Angeles [from San Diego, which is
McKenna’s current base], as it's where I work most, and I am hoping to
work with some new clients, meet new people and see more cities.

“I wouldn't be where I am today if it
wasn't for all of the free work, long hours
and extra time I have put in.” -McKenna

Connect with:
Modeling Agency:

Blog:

Website:

"Our aim IS to provide coffee lovers
with a product that enables them
to make a 100% socially responsible
choice when purchasing coffee."
- Three Avocados

Herbert
Nitsch
"The Deepest Man on Earth"
A title given to Herbert when he set the world record for freediving at a depth of 214 m (702 ft) in 2007,

© Herbert Nitsch

Herbert Nitsch.

“Fear makes adrenaline run wild, which is
counterproductive to the near meditative
freediving-state I aim to achieve.”

On June 6, 2012, Herbert Nitsch dove to 253.2 m (830.8 ft), on a No Limit
sled-dive, which would also become a world record dive. But, something
happened, something unexpected. Herbert was given the prognosis of being a
"wheelchair-bound care-dependent patient".
For some, this dive would have ended their career, but for Herbert, it became
an experience that has become a part of who he is but an experience that he
has not let define who he is.
Herbert shared some insight into this moment with us.
“I incurred severe decompression sickness approximately 15 minutes after
resurfacing. During the dive, well after having reached the planned depth, I
temporarily fell asleep due to nitrogen narcosis and consequently missed the
planned one-minute underwater decompression stop on the same
breath-hold.”
© Francine Kreiss

“At the surface, I was alert and asked for a mask to return underwater to
recompress on pure oxygen, which is a standard after-dive safety feature
to further off-gas. But, it was too late. While decompressing underwater, I
felt the onset of DCS (Decompression Sickness), which would eventually
result in multiple brain-strokes. I arrived comatose at the hyperbaric
chamber and my future did not look good.”

“I dismissed myself from long-term facilitated care and
took healing into my own hands.”
“With a prognosis of remaining a ‘wheelchair-bound care-dependent
patient’, I dismissed myself from long-term facilitated care and took
healing into my own hands. Two years later, I was fit, training and
deep-freediving again.”
Not only did Herbert go back to freediving, he would go on to make an
impact in the freediving community.
Herbert is more than a multi-record holding freediver. He is also working
on an oceangoing eco-boat that will possibly leverage solar energy, wind
energy or fuel cell (hydrogen) technology, and he is an inventor.

And, he now uses homemade fluid goggles that are, as Herbert described
them, “basically an open carbon wrap-around that require no equalization.
Eyes are exposed to seawater constantly and special lenses allow
underwater vision.”
It is this entrepreneurial spirit that seems to help shape Herbert, which
extends to how he is a self-taught freediver. He offered more insight into
this aspect of his world.
“If you follow the path of someone else, it is hard to become better than
them. I listen, learn and innovate to create my own way. My different
freediving techniques, alternative training methods and novel equipment
designs are surely unconventional, but have proven themselves time and
time again. Sometimes this meant one step back to go two steps forward,
but you shouldn’t be afraid to make an ass of yourself because you always
learn from it. I am open to constructive critique, but have no time for
argument without substance. ‘Never change a winning team’ does not
apply to me, because I believe you can always improve.”

“If you follow the path of someone else, it is hard to
become better than them.”

Instead of a waist weight, Herbert is credited with inventing the neck
weight, which he worked on to provide a better hydrodynamic and
streamlined body posture and balance for horizontal distance diving.

There is one part of Herbert’s diving routine, one could say, does not
change though. It’s the fact he works to keep feelings, emotions and
challenges at the surface and does not take them into a dive.

Then, there is his pipe mask, which is a nose-free, snug-fitting swimmers
mask that includes a tube to the mouth.

“I don’t practice yoga or meditation, but I am able to zone out at will. The
moment I am putting on my wetsuit to get ready, I am getting ‘in the
mode’.”

in short...
- Current Freediving World Record Holder
- Can Hold His Breath for More than 9 Minutes
- Over 33 World Records
- First and Only Freediver Documented and Recorded to Go
Beyond 180 m (590 ft), during Multiple No Limit Dives
- First Freediver to Reach 100 m (328 ft) sans Fins or Sled
herbertnitsch.com

© Herbert Nitsch

“Emotional or mental clutter is not beneficial. You don’t want thoughts and
hormones running around that stir up anxiety. For a freedive to succeed,
you have to remain as calm and relaxed as possible, as if just waking up on
a lazy Sunday morning. So before and during a dive, I am only focusing on
the essentials of the moment and nothing more.”
Herbert does give credit to the body and mind and appreciates and sees
the potential. Although he confirms freediving is a rather new sport, and
there is more to learn, especially by the scientific community where he
was once told by a medical expert that a human could not freedive beyond
200 m (656 ft), which at that time, he had already done a few times.
We also spoke with him about the film, The Big Blue, which is loosely based
on the true stories of Jacques Mayol and Enzo Maiorca who became
world-renowned freedivers.
“When I saw it in the late eighties, I thought it was purely fictional. I did
not believe at the time that people could dive that deep on one breath. I
highly respect the real-life freedivers portrayed in the movie. Both men
showed the world there are no limits and that you can prove the experts
are wrong time and time again. Another example of a great pioneering
spirit is American Bob Croft.”
With so many records and experiences under Herbert’s belt, we cannot
wait to see what is next. We know, though, we should be prepared for the
unexpected and not limit our anticipation to breaking or setting another
world record. Instead, it could be another invention or another cause.
Whatever may be next, we will be watching.

© Francine Kreiss

Insight from Herbert on Sea Conservation
Believe it or not, the story of Herbert does not end here. Another aspect of “The
Deepest Man on Earth” is his participation in the Sea Shepherd Conservation
Society. Herbert shared more about this with us.
“A big highlight for me was becoming a member of the Sea Shepherd
Conservation Society’s advisory board, in late 2013. Being an advocate for them
on behalf of our oceans and its marine life is a great feeling, especially after
having observed firsthand the results of overfishing and pollution and knowing
something needs to be done.”
Herbert continued, “Instead of just talking about it, Sea Shepherd takes direct
action and physically does something. With an international crew aboard their
sea-going vessels, they dare to confront illegal whaling ships and
poacher-fishing boats to enforce international laws and treaties when nobody
else does. They protect marine environments worldwide with their large
volunteer base, bring attention to many causes and work closely together with
many governments and marine sanctuaries.”
How can you help care for your oceans? Herbert offered some thoughts.
“Be aware of what you are consuming and throwing away because a lot of it
comes from the ocean and finds its way back into it. Our seas are overfished
and used (often unknowingly) by everybody as their garbage heap. Our oceans
are essential for life on our planet. There are many conservation groups
around the globe, and the Internet is a good place to start for locating them in
your neighborhood no matter where you live. Even landlocked Austria has
ocean conservation initiatives.”
© Herbert Nitsch

Quickies with Herbert
Describe the emotions of a dive, in three words.
A competition dive: tranquility, peace, nothingness.
And, after a bull shark attacked me during a fun freedive: too f***ing close.
During a (record attempt) dive, what do you fear the most?
Nothing. Fear makes adrenaline run wild, which is counterproductive to the
near meditative freediving-state I aim to achieve.
During a dive, what are you most focused on?
On the task of the very moment and on nothing else.
What are the initial feelings you experience when you breach the surface, after
a dive?
Believe it or not, it is actually quite nice not to breathe for a while. When
breaching the surface, I am breaking this spell.
What are some misconceptions you have come across about freediving?
Freediving is simple. Everybody is a freediver, even babies are. We just
“un-learn” it over time and have to “re-learn” to adapt again in this medium of
water. Just hold your breath, keep equalizing your ears and mask and off you go.
How do you prefer to unwind after a long day at sea?
By eating! I don’t eat anything before or during freediving, so I am quite the
customer when food is on the table afterwards.
What goal(s) do you have for 2017?
Stay fit and happy, love my woman and keep enjoying life.
© Herbert Nitsch

Advice from Herbert for Future Freedivers
Listen, Learn and Innovate: You can learn from everyone. Listen to all
information and experiences. Innovate to make it better. Follow this
new path because if you follow those of others, you can only be as good
as them.
Work on the Weakest Link: It is easy to focus on something you are
good at. The key is to focus on your weakest link and make it a strong
one.
Visualize and Believe You Can Do It: Visualize what you set out to
achieve. See yourself doing what you aim for. Know that you will
succeed and believe you can make it happen.
Never Give Up because There Is No Limit: No matter what experts or
others tell you, always know there are no limits to what humans can
achieve, one way or the other.
Keep this Motto at Heart, “Each time I think I’ve reached a limit .. there
is a door .. it opens .. and the limit is gone.” - Herbert Nitsch.

Connect with:
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Photographer Franck Berthuot
On one of his favorite photos...
“This photo for me is the definition of drama and beauty. This shipwreck [at Shipwreck
Beach in Lanai, Hawaii] is sitting on the reef. On this particular day, it looked perfect glassy and with no swell. We took our chance and organized the boat to shoot there.”

If you missed it, you can check out our
entire interview with Franck by
clicking here.

Franck continued, “This over/under shot was what I imagined - the woman swimming
down to the unknown, in front of this giant piece of metal. The shot really touched me in
all aspects. I had the opportunity to print this image in a very large format for a client to
display in their house - it blew me away. The model is Clementine, my wife.”

Franck Berthuot

© Rocamoon

24 Hours with
Mona-Jane
Hannemann
Most Inspiring Part About Living in Hawaii
That’s easy - the natural beauty of the nature
and landscape, as well as all of the fresh,
tropical, tasty and vibrant fruits! Also, the
good vibes, good energy and happy nature of
the place itself, along with the people.

© Rocamoon

“ROCAMOON”.
Mona-Jane Hannemann is a self-professed fitness addict, nature obsessed and
adrenaline junkie. She is also a mother, a wife and the founder of Rocamoon - a
blog dedicated to living a healthy lifestyle.
Although from New Zealand, Mona-Jane had been living in Hawaii up until
recently when her and her husband, along with their young son, moved to
Arizona to set up a food truck to extend the presence of her husband’s family
restaurant to outside of Hawaii.
Let’s recap. Mona-Jane has lived on not one but two islands, enjoys the beach
and a good surf and is currently in Arizona to help her husband’s restaurant
business expand, courtesy of a food truck. In addition to all of this, she exudes
good vibes with her positive outlook on life.
Since Mona-Jane’s move to Arizona is quite recent, we are beginning with a
peek inside her Hawaiian life.

Guilty Pleasure
Hands down, it would definitely be ice cream and candy!

A Day with Mona-Jane in Hawaii...
“To be quite honest, I am still trying to figure out this whole balancing act - I’m
not the greatest at it. Sometimes it gets overwhelming trying to be on top of
everything to my best ability, and my personality hates doing half pie jobs. I
would rather not do something if I'm not going to put a good effort into it.
I usually wake up around 6:00 to 7:00. I like to start the day with a cup of
freshly squeezed lemon water with a spoonful of blackstrap molasses - a good
source of iron, potassium and fiber - and kick start to the day!
In Hawaii, a lot of our day is dependent on if there are waves and sunshine. If
there are waves, we usually wait for my husband to finish his morning work
errands, and then we'll head off to surf.

Favorite Place to Workout
Outdoor trumps indoor any day! Granted, it
doesn't get too chilly where I live. I have a
favorite grassy spot in Hawaii I would run to
that looks out over the ocean. I would do a
little workout there and then take a dip in
the empty beach right there after.

For lunch, we’ll have a sandwich, a bunch of fruit, a smoothie bowl, leftovers or
sometimes we’ll meet my husband at the restaurant for lunch. If we can and if
it's nice, we’ll head back to the beach for an afternoon session. Or instead, we
may hike or bike ride or just take a walk around the community. If we get to
watch the sun set, that's always amazing!
Anywhere from 18:00 to 21:00, it’s dinnertime, which is always random in our
house. Knowing if my husband will be home for dinner or not is always a hard
one to judge, it just depends if the restaurant is busy or not. Dinner is often
something super simple and quick - I’ve never been one to slave away in the
kitchen. I like easy and minimal dishes.”

More from Mona-Jane
Breakfast Choice
My ultimate favorite smoothie combo would be mango, banana and lilikoi
(passion fruit) and maybe with a little Greek yogurt and coconut water!
Or, avocado and tomato on toast would be next in line.
Most Rewarding Aspect of Living a Healthy Lifestyle
It really helps me to appreciate life much more, from the science of the body
and how it all works to the miracles of Mother Nature and how those two
things intertwine with each other. It also makes me FEEL so much better, and I
really believe how you feel on the inside shines through on the outside. It
makes me a much happier person and that trickles into all parts of my life.
Health is wealth...in more ways than one!
Importance on Focusing on Happiness
If something doesn't make you happy, in the end, then I don't see the point in
doing it. That doesn't mean that if something is hard, it mustn't make you
happy. It's often those hard moments that you've pushed through that are the
most rewarding. I also think it's important to focus and remind yourself of your
goals and what it is that sincerely makes you happy because then you can
prioritize things in your life. You also become a better person to be around, and
you share good energy with others. It's kind of common sense I guess, but you
really have the power to help others so much more when you are happy within
yourself!!

© Rocamoon
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